Fast and cost-efficient multitasking
Increase your office efficiency

Your printer is the hub of your office. Its task list is varied: you need documents to be printed, copied, scanned and faxed. Network-ready, the Aficio™SP 3400SF/SP 3410SF take care of all this and more, fast and efficiently. Optimise your workflow with paperless faxing and scan distribution to e-mail, folder and FTP. All the functions you need fit inside a small frame.

- High speed: 28 pages per minute.
- Compact all-in-one design.
- Advanced features.
- Standard duplex function (manual/auto).
- Standard colour scanning.

Reap the benefits

COST SAVER
Even in a small office, document production has its price. With the SP 3400SF/SP 3410SF it is a low one. The fact alone of using an all-in-one device keeps the costs down. A standard duplex capability and frequently-used energy saver mode do the rest. Spend less on paper with the devices’ standard scan-to and PC fax functions.

TIME SAVER
The SP 3400SF and SP 3410SF will not keep you waiting. They need less than thirty seconds to warm up. A crisp first print arrives on your desk in no more than eight seconds.

SPACE SAVER
The SP 3400SF and SP 3410SF are a printer, copier, scanner and fax rolled into one. Place them on your desktop for immediate access to all their functions. Their small footprint and quiet operation make them discreet but excellent office partners.
CHOOSE PRODUCTIVITY
Raise the pace in your office:
• Copy and print 28 pages per minute.
• Send a fax message in 8 seconds.
• Scan a colour page in less than 10 seconds.
• Enjoy smart distribution solutions.

CHOOSE USER-FRIENDLINESS
Replacing toner or adjusting paper settings? All device operations can be performed from the front of the machine. Carry out two maintenance duties at once: our all-in-one cartridges include the drum unit. With this straightforward system, you will not be making any service calls. And the SP 3400SF/SP 3410SF will be up and running all the time.

CHOOSE SECURITY
Avoid unauthorised use of your document system. You can set the SP 3400SF/SP 3410SF to ask for a user ID. This authentication function covers copy, push scan and fax functions. Print jobs can be protected in Locked Print mode. The machine will only release the document when a password is entered via the control panel.

CHOOSE GREEN
Ricoh products are designed to be environmentally friendly at every stage of their life. Our low-energy toner production methods are unique. Quick Start-up technology results in optimised use of the energy saver mode. The Aficio™SP 3400SF/SP 3410SF’s power consumption is low and operation clean and quiet. As an extra contribution to sustainable business, the SP 3410SF’s automatic duplex unit is standard.
**PRINT**

**PRINTER**
- Print speed: 28 prints per minute
- First print speed: Less than 8 seconds
- Printer language: PCL6, PostScript® 3™ emulation
- Resolution: 1,200 x 600 dpi (equivalent), 600 x 600 dpi
- Interface: Ethernet 10 base-T/100 base-TX
- Memory: 128 MB
- Network protocol: TCP/IP, IPP

**COPIER**
- Copying process: Laser beam scanning & electro-photographic printing
- Copy speed: 28 copies per minute
- Resolution: 600 x 600 dpi
- Multiple copy: Up to 99
- Warm-up time: Less than 30 seconds
- First copy speed: 11 seconds from ADF, 12 seconds from platen
- Zoom: 25 - 400% (in 1% steps)
- Memory: 128 MB
- Paper input capacity:
  - Standard: 1 x 250-sheet paper tray
  - 50-sheet bypass tray
  - Maximum: 550 sheets
- ADF capacity: 35 sheets
- Paper output capacity: Up to 125 sheets
- Paper size:
  - Paper trays: A6 - A4
  - Bypass tray: A6 - A4
  - Optional paper tray: A6 - A4
- Paper weight:
  - Paper trays: 52 - 162 g/m²
  - Bypass tray: 52 - 162 g/m²
  - Optional paper tray: 60 - 105 g/m²
  - Duplex tray: 60 - 105 g/m²
- Duplexing: Manual/automatic
- Dimensions (W x D x H): 420 x 397 x 442 mm
- Weight: Less than 18 kg
- Power source: 220 - 240 V, 50 - 60 Hz
- Power consumption:
  - Maximum: Less than 895 W
  - Energy saver mode: Less than 10 W
  - Quick mode (10 seconds): 70 W

**SCAN**
- Scan modes: B/W, greyscale, full colour
- Resolution:
  - Scanner: Up to 1,200 x 1,200 dpi (optical)
  - Driver: Up to 19,200 x 19,200 dpi (interpolated)
- Original size: A4
- Bundled drivers: WIA, TWAIN, Scanner utility (PageManager)

**FAX**
- Circuit: PSTN/PBX
- Compatibility: ITU-T, G3
- Modem speed: Maximum: 33.6 Kbps
- Resolution: Standard/detail: 200 x 100 - 200 dpi
- Compression method: MN, MR, MMR
- Scanning speed: Less than 5 seconds
- Memory capacity: Standard: 100 pages
- Memory backup: Yes (1 hour)

**SOFTWARE**
- PageManager
- PC fax utility

**CONSUMABLES**
- Toner: Black: 2,500 sheets (short yield) – 5,000 sheets (long yield)

**OTHER OPTIONS**
- 1 x 250-sheet paper tray

* Including cassette and consumables.

For availability of models, options and software, please consult your local Ricoh supplier.
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